BOILERGOLDRUSHSENSORYGUIDE
Accessibilit y

Tuesday | 16t h

Wednesday | 17t h

Thursday | 18t h

Disability Resource Center
If you need any accommodations
during BGR, please contact the DRC
at drc@purdue.edu or call (765)
494-1247

BGRCHECK-IN

TRADITIONSTOUR

FREEDOMOFEXPRESSION

MEETTHETEAMS

PUBLICHEALTH& SAFETY

DIVERSITY: THEBOILERMAKER
WAY

Physical Accommodations
If you need physical
accommodations to navigate BGR,
please informyour TeamLeader and
staff will transport you via golf cart.

BGRKICKOFF

SOCIAL EVENTSBYPURDUE
STUDENTUNIONBOARD

Report a Physical Barrier
If you encounter an area of campus
that is not suited to your
accessibility needs, please report
the physical barrier to the DRCat
purdue.edu/drc

Friday | 19t h

Saturday | 20t h

ACADEMICSUCCESS

WELLNESSISYOU

COLLEGEWELCOMES/
ACADEMICPREVIEW

B-INVOLVEDFAIR

Icon Key
GROUPS
This event may involve large
amounts of social engagement in
large groups, teams, or crowds.

PHYSICAL
BGRSENDOFFCEREMONY

TRANSFERSTUDENT
WELCOME

This event may involve activities
with physical activity such as
running, jumping,
dancing, or similar movements.

VISUAL
FOUNTAINFEST

SOCIAL EVENTSBYPURDUE
STUDENTUNIONBOARD/
PURDUEWOMEN'SSOCCER
GAME

This event may involve activities
with visual stimulation such as the
use of lights, colors, or
flashing/strobe lighting.

AUDITORY
This event may involve activities
with auditory stimulation such as
loud sounds, noise, or music.

ABOUTTHISGUIDE
This guide is designed to help
students with neurodiverse
needs navigate Boiler Gold
Rush by informing themof
what to expect at each main
event. We hope that students
will use it in order to preview
events and make informed
decisions about how they
participate during the week.

Full BGRSchedule
This sensory guide is not a
full list of our Boiler Gold
Rush events. For a full
schedule, download the
PurdueGuide app by
scanning the QRcode below
and searching for "Boiler
Gold Rush 2022"

Campus Accessibility
Scan the QRcode below to
view Purdue's 'Campus
Accessibility Guide', a full list
of accessible bathrooms,
ramps, elevators, and more.

Sponsors
Orientation Programs would
like to thank all of our
sponsors, whose generosity
helped make BGR2022a
success.

